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Letter from the President
This past school year has been
an exciting one for READYTOWORK® in collaboration
with Texans Can Academies.
As the state of Texas continues to increase its focus on
college and career readiness, it
is clear that the work being
done with Texans Can through
the PASS Program ensures
district adherence to state
requirements while directly
impacting the lives of thousands of students on an annual
basis. We understand that our
work must address all components of college and career
readiness and, as this report
highlights, we are continually
striving to achieve a unified
goal through a diverse set of
activities — Unity through
Diversity.
Every campus is different. The
students, administration, and
demands of differing circumstances require that our Student Transition Coordinators
work closely with campus
administration to achieve the
desired goals that will have a
significant impact in the lives of

Texans Can students. We understand that there is no single
path to success and our aim is
to guide students through the
process of exploring their personal interests to identify that
option that will lead to the happiest path to success.
Across all campuses, across the
board, we have seen significant
success. At the same time, it is
clear that each campus has its
niche focus. For example, Ross
Can saw strong performance in
career exploration, workforce
development, and career establishment initiatives; Oak Cliff
Can saw excellent performance
in raising funds for its students
(more than $1.1 million) to
attend a post-secondary institution of their choice; San Antonio
Can worked attentively to ensure students completed entrance exams for post secondary option of their choice
and both Fort Worth campuses
worked diligently to develop
student’s connections to their
communities by organizing numerous volunteer events.
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Each of these diverse, campusspecific activities has contributed to the overall expertise of
the READYTOWORK® team
and sets the foundation towards our unified goal of delivering these services in a successful manner to all campuses
on a consistent basis. As we
review the 2014—2015 school
year and plan for the year
ahead, we remain committed
to our mission of providing a
learning experience that supports the development of people, organizations and communities. Thank you, Texans Can,
for allowing us to be a part of
the amazing work being done
on your campuses.
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Texans Can Cumulative
Data 2014-2015
 81% completed career
inventories
 87% completed college
applications
 66% completed FAFSA/
TASFA applications
 51% completed
arship applications

schol-

 77% completed a resume
Sincerely,

Micah C. Brooks, J.D.
President, READYTOWORK®

 47% registered for
entrance/placement exams
Data is for all exit level students at all Texans Can Campuses serviced by RTW.
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Austin Can
Highlights
Career Assessment 96%
Completion

College
Application
At least three

85%

College Entrance/
Placement Tests
Taken/Registered

49%

FAFSA/TASFA
Completion

64%

Scholarships
At least two
applications

44%

Resume
Completed

82%

Austin Campus
Each of the 142 Austin Can
Academy graduates had
great
opportunities
throughout the year to participate in events to prepare
them
for
any
postsecondary option. Several
students participated in
taking the ASVAB this year
while many registered for
the SAT exam, and those
planning to attend Austin
Community College registered for the TSI Exam.
Students focused on identifying their post-secondary
plan and made efforts to
ready themselves for the
pursuit of success.

Solutions course, the CNA
Certification, and the STEM
Club to apply to college
programs in these specific
fields. Each of the students
participating in these programs have completed college applications for Austin
Community College in their
respective fields.
In order to give a wellrounded, thorough experience, RTW coordinated the
following: voter registration, career fair & information sessions, Hospitality
and Food Industry Training,
FREE Meningitis vaccinations, the ASVAB on campus, partnerships with Aveda Institute and the First

RTW assisted students
participating in the VChain

Program Outputs

Data is for all exit-level
students 2014-2015

“The RTW
PASS
Program is an excellent
way for our students to
plan for their futures.
This is a great program
that we could not do
without.”
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- Frank Oakes

Year Experience program at
Austin Community College,
healthcare initiatives, A+
Federal Credit Union partnership, Austin Community
College Financial Aid Department, Goodwill Career
Training, STEM Council and
University of Texas STEM
partnership, and military
awareness seminars.
The RTW Student Transition
Coordinator works in tandem with the Austin Can
Academy
Administrative
Team to strategically prepare each graduate for their
opportunity to enter college
and the workforce directly
after graduating.

Making College Connections
Austin Can Academy PASS
Program participants jumped
at every opportunity to complete the many steps required to enroll in courses at
Austin Community College.
Several students enrolled in
the First Year Experience College with Austin Community
College. This program cre-

ates strategic cohorts in
which students attend classes, meetings, and academic sessions as a team. This
program is specifically designed for First Generation
College Students and caters
to at-risk youth lacking support outside the college
system.
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San Antonio Campus
dents inspired one another
to reach and achieve their
goals for the future. RTW
was pleased to partner with
the Excel Learning Center
and the Mobil Go! to have
college and FAFSA applications completed with specialist in these fields. The

Throughout the school year
students at San Antonio
Can worked with the Student Transition Coordinator
to ensure they were prepared to make the smooth
transition from high school
to the post-secondary option of their choice. Stu-

Student Transition Coordinator was able to collaborate with the business and
technology teacher on campus to run mock interviews
with students as well as
resume workshops to show
this important process to
students.

Performance Target Completion
140%
134%

140%

122%
111%

120%

116%

San Antonio Can
Highlights
Career Assessment 141%
Completion

College
Application
At least three

122%

College Entrance/
Placement Tests
Taken/Registered

118%

FAFSA/TASFA
Completion

112%

Scholarships
At least two
applications

113%

Resume
Completed

135%

111%

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

Career
Assessment

College
Application

FAFSAs/TASFAs

Scholarship/Grant

College Exam

Resume

College Exams

San Antonio Can and Austin Can PASS Program Participants
at the State Capitol to visit Senator Uresti

Entrance exams have continued to become a vital step in
the college and military process with great rewards following those who are diligent in their preparation for
these exams. The Student
Transition Coordinator and
San Antonio Can were
pleased to continue support
for their exit level students
to have the ability to excel in
such imperative exams. The
Student Transition Coordinator was please to proctor the
TSI (Texas Success Initiative)
two times throughout the
school year reaching forty of
the exit level students. This

Data is for all exit-level
students 2014-2015
exam is necessary for the
success of students to enter
into the Alamo Colleges.
Maria Vera was a senior
who participated in the SAT
held during the fall; due to
high scores on her test she
was offered a $7,500 scholarship to Our Lady of the
Lake University to attend
this upcoming fall. Students
who wish to join the military
were given the opportunity
to participate in the ASVAB
which was held four times
on campus; due to this there
were two seniors who
signed at the end of the year
to attend boot camp in the
summer.
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Dallas Can
Highlights
Career Assessment 28%
Completion

College
Application
At least three

73%

College Entrance/
Placement Tests
Taken/Registered

11%

FAFSA/TASFA
Completion

41%

Scholarships
At least two
applications

9%

Resume
Completed

57%

Carrollton Farmers Branch Campus
The 2014-2015 school year
saw students take ownership
of their futures and make
determined steps toward
accomplishing their postsecondary goals.
Students
were eager to learn all the
options available to them in
the areas of college, workforce, and military. They
committed to completing
college applications, financial
aid applications, and composing professional resumes that
will aid them in achieving
success in whatever they
desire to pursue. Furthermore, students took the opportunity to complete forklift
and work safety training!
They not only received certification, they learned a new
craft, which will enable them

to be qualified for more postsecondary options after graduation! Learning also took
place outside of the classroom, visiting Texas Women’s University and University
of North Texas in Denton.
Students had a firsthand look
at what some of the local
universities have to offer. The students also were
made aware of the political
process through Voter Registration seminars. Empowered with the knowledge that
they have a voice, 21 students were inspired to become registered voters! The
Carrollton/Farmers Branch
students achieved much and
had opportunities to experience life changing events, that
will undoubtedly empower

them as they journey into
what lies ahead for their
lives!

Program Outputs
Data is for all exit-level
students 2014-2015
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COLLEGE
READINESS:
Making College
A Possibility
For many of our graduates, the idea of college is
daunting. Because a majority of our students
would be first generation
college enrollees, the unknown oftentimes is a barrier to attending. However, through the PASS program students were not
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only educated about their
post-secondary options,
but learned college was
feasible for them given the
various success initiatives
available on campus! This
generated an excitement
motivating many to see
the benefit a college edu-

# of Career
Assessments

# of Resumes

cation has to offer and to
complete college applications! Over 70 percent of
our students completed
applications, gaining immediate acceptance. Many
have the desire to complete entry level course
work with the aspiration

# of College Exams

to transfer to larger universities. We are excited
for the opportunity presented to our students
this upcoming fall as they
continue their education,
and we all look forward to
what’s in store for them!
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Dallas Can
Highlights

Oak Cliff Campus Program Outputs
Performance Target Completion
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90%
80%
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95%

98%

86%
76%

75%

Career
Assessment
Completion

95%

College
Application
At least three

98%

68%

College Entrance/ 68%
Placement Tests
Taken/Registered

Career
Assessment

College
Application

Success abounded on the
Oak Cliff campus during the
2014-2015 school year!
Students
enthusiastically
applied to colleges and universities, they were focused
to complete scholarship
essays, and were proud to
introduce themselves to

FAFSAs/TASFAs

Scholarship/Grant

potential employers with
excellent resumes in hand.
The PASS Program on the
Oak Cliff campus was an
integral component of this
large group of students’
continued success after
achieving their high school
diplomas. Students had

College Exam

Resume

opportunities to visit university campuses, volunteer
and raise awareness within
the community, participate
in civic privileges, talk with
college and military recruiters, as well as discuss their
career interests and paths.

FAFSA/TASFA
Completion

75%

Scholarships
At least two
applications

75%

Resume
Completed

86%

Data is for all exit-level
students 2014-2015

Oak Cliff Financial Aid:
$1,125,826 in Pell Grants

Oak Cliff PASS Program Participants interact with business
leaders at the Oak Cliff Can Career Fair

Financial strain is a top barrier for most students desiring
a college education. Despite
informational
resources
available, the majority of our
student population is unaware of the financial assistance available, much less
how to navigate those steps
towards financial aid. This
year, nearly 400 exit-level
students were educated on
the types of financial aid
available and how to obtain
funding to help pay for the
rising cost of a college degree. Furthermore, these
students applied for scholar-

ships as well as government
assistance through the Federal Pell Grant Program. The
ReadyToWork® PASS Program assisted Oak Cliff students in reaching $1.1 million
in financial aid. This money
will help students achieve
their educational dreams and
career goals, and for many, it
will allow them to attend
community college for free!
Congratulations to the Oak
Cliff students for their hard
work and perseverance toward overcoming barriers to
achieve success!
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Dallas Can
Highlights
Career
Assessment
Completion

77%

College
Application
At least three

70%

College Entrance/ 25%
Placement Tests
Taken/Registered
FAFSA/TASFA
Completion

70%

Scholarships
At least two
applications

46%

Resume
Completed

68%

Pleasant Grove Campus
Students were motivated
this 2014-2015 school
year as they worked toward fulfilling and realizing their post-secondary
goals! Students set their
sights on furthering their
education, applying to
post-secondary options
of their choice, completing financial aid applications and submitting

scholarship applications
in order to make their
dreams a reality. Additionally, students had the
opportunity to receive
fork lift training and certification, better qualifying them for workforce
opportunities. Visits to
local colleges and universities were also a part of
seniors’ experiences.

These students had the
chance to see the UNTDallas and UT-Arlington
campuses. The Pleasant
Grove students achieved
much and had opportunities to experience life
changing events that will
undoubtedly empower
them as they journey into
what lies ahead for their
lives!

Program Outputs
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COLLEGE READINESS: Finding Opportunity in Financial Aid
Many students fear that
college is not an option for
them due to the rising costs
in higher education, and for
the students of Pleasant

Grove, this was no exception. However, through the
PASS program we were
able to not only educate
them on their post-

secondary options, but to
let them know that college
was financially feasible for
them! This generated an
excitement that motivated

many to complete the FAFSA, the means by which
many students will be able
to attend community college, mostly at no cost to
them. Nearly $500,000 in
Federal Pell Grant funds
was acquired for our students, far exceeding the
goal for the campus of
$294,000! We are excited
for the opportunity it will
present for our students
this upcoming fall and look
forward to what’s in store!
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Ross Campus
The Dallas Can Ross Campus
has exceled at job readiness
and placement throughout
the 2014-2015 school year.
259 resumes where completed due to this completion students found employment with starting salaries from $10.00 to $14.53
an hour. Students reported
working for the following
businesses: 7-Eleven, AAA,
ClarkDetriech, The Boys and
Girls Club, Home Depot
Distribution Center, O’Reilly, Spaghetti Warehouse,
UPS, ect. In addition, RTW
and Dallas Can Ross collaborated with the following

community partners to
place student in careers,
the military, or postsecondary education: Sergeant Soriano from the US
Army, Rosalie Connolly
from Richland College Garland Campus, Lakesha
Wooden from Eastfield College, Keon Jones and Nataly
Sauceda from El Centro
College, and the staff at the
Workforce Solutions greater Dallas Students participated in a community service activity at the OurCalling Homeless Café. RTW
and Dallas Can collaborated
in order to host four college
and career fairs and two

“Parent Night Out Community” events. Several guest
speakers from colleges,
industry, and the military
spoke to students on the
campus. Students visited
the Aviation Intitule of
Maintenance and El Centro
Campus (BJP). Finally sixty
three students applied for
the DCCCD Rising Star
Scholarship Program. Rising
Star provide mentorship
and rewards $4,000 in
scholarships to eligible candidates. A total of 203 College applications were completed and a total $563,089
was applied for in Pell Grant
money.

Workforce Ready
A highpoint for RTW at the
Dallas Can Ross Campus in the
2014-2015 school years was
job readiness and placement.
259 students completed resumes and they were coached
on presentation and interview
skills. Many went on to apply
for employment online and/or
in person. Several students
obtained employment. They
reported starting salaries from
$10.00 to $14.53 an hour. The

places student reported working for the following businesses: 7-Eleven, AAA, Clark
Detriech, The Boys and Girls
Club, Home Depot Distribution
Center, O’Reilly, Spaghetti
Warehouse, UPS, and so forth.
35 students also signed up
with the Workforce solutions
Greater Dallas.
In May, six students began the
Machine Operator Certification
at the Richland College’s Gar-

land Campus. They will receive
Forklift, OSHA 10, Blue Print
Reading, Lathe Mill, and Vertical Mill certification. They provide job search assistance and
have placed 100% of last two
graduating classes in jobs. This
12-week training is provided
free of cost for those who
qualify. The mean wage/salary
for a machinist in the DFW
area is $16.98 an hour or
$35,300 a year.

Dallas Can
Highlights
Career Assessment 60%
Completion

College
Application
At least three

99%

College Entrance/
Placement Tests
Taken/Registered

13%

FAFSA/TASFA
Completion

68%

Scholarships
At least two
applications

49%

Resume
Completed

126%

Data is for all exit-level
students 2014-2015

Program Outputs
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Mr. Esquivel and Al before
the Ross Avenue Graduation
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Ft. Worth Can
Highlights
Career Assessment 89%
Completion

Campus Drive Campus

Performance Target Completion
100%

College
Application
At least three

109%

109%

120%

89%
75%

80%

80%

59%
47%

60%
40%

College Entrance/
Placement Tests
Taken/Registered

75%

FAFSA/TASFA
Completion

59%

Scholarships
At least two
applications

47%

Resume
Completed

80%

20%
0%
Career Assessment College Application FAFSAs/TASFAs Scholarship/Grant

Students excelled this 20142015 school year as they
passionately pursued their
post-secondary
options!
Students set their sights on
continuing to further their
education and with support
from Tarrant County College. Students applied to
post-secondary options of

Data is for all exit-level
students 2014-2015

their choice, completed
financial aid applications
and submitted scholarship
applications to help make
their dreams a reality. Additionally, students had the
opportunity to attend the
annual college and career
fair held at the nearby
Goodwill facility with multiple
representatives
in
attendance for students to
better inform themselves of
options after graduation.
Visits to the local colleges

College Exam

Resume

and universities were also a
part of seniors’ experiences
alongside volunteer activities with BACKPACK INITIATIVE. In celebration of
prom, girls were taken to
pick out the perfect dress
for the occasion—free of
charge! The Campus Drive
students achieved much
and had opportunities to
experience
connections,
events and opportunities
to broaden their view of the
world they are continuing
to IMPACT.

COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMS

Campus Drive: Student of the Year
Dieudoone speaks five languages Swahili, French, Kinyarwanda,
Kirundi, and English. Born in Rwanda at a time of great cultural
divides and brutal wars, his father sacrificed his own life in order
for his children to have the opportunity to live and earn an education. Dieudoone plans to continue his education and attend college in the near future. He has worked hard to complete the PASS
Program and is sure to achieve great things.

With college applications
comes college examinations, and the exit-level
students of Campus Drive
stepped up to the challenge. Students who plan
to enroll at a community
college or a four year university are required to take
a college entrance exam.
Graduating students registered for and took the required ACT, SAT, or TSI
needed for enrollment into
their
preferred
post-

secondary option. A barrier
for enrolling into college for
many students is the financial costs of attending college as well as fees associated with acceptance to college. College entrance examination fees are no exception to this cumulative
cost. The students of Campus Drive saved $3,000 in
registration fees, allowing
them to more confidently
pursue their dreams of
attending college.
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Lancaster Avenue Campus
Given an abundance of opportunities, Lancaster’s exit
-level students have had the
freedom to expand their
horizons for the future
through
the
READYTOWORK® PASS Program.
Students were introduced
to many different postsecondary options, including the areas of college,
military, or the workforce.
Understanding more about
their choices as high school

graduates, students took
steps towards completing
requirements for each of
the three options. Additionally, students were able to
learn more by speaking
with recruiters and representatives through seminars on campus and excursions to universities. Lancaster students took advantage of opportunities to
learn about their civic re-

sponsibilities; to help in
their communities. Many
volunteered at food and
clothing
drives
held
throughout the year, filled
backpacks with school supplies for kids, and registered
to vote in this year’s elections. With such a great
group of graduates entering
the world, we can expect
them to make a significant
impact on our communities.

Performance Target Completion
95%

100%
90%

89%

84%
73%

80%

69%

Ft. Worth Can
Highlights
Career Assessment 84%
Completion

College
Application
At least three

95%

College Entrance/
Placement Tests
Taken/Registered

48%

FAFSA/TASFA
Completion

73%

Scholarships
At least two
applications

59%

Resume
Completed

89%

70%
60%

48%

50%

40%
30%
20%

Data is for all exit-level
students 2014-2015
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College Exam

Resume Writing & Career Readiness
Resumes are an integral
part of displaying one’s
strengths and experiences
in order to make a positive
impression. If you have never done a resume the task
of completing one can become an overwhelming
chore. This is the case for
many of our students. However, Lancaster students
were taken through Resume writing workshops
through the RTW PASS Program and were lead
through a process of creating their own individual

resumes. Students were
then able to use their
knowledge and professional
resumes during their job
search and make a strong
first impression. Specifically, students were given several opportunities to volunteer their time and efforts
to the surrounding community through volunteer
events. RTW emphasizes
the importance of volunteering to help students
build resumes and to engage in the community.

Resume
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Houston Can
Highlights
Career Assessment 73%
Completion

College
Application
At least three

63%

College Entrance/
Placement Tests
Taken/Registered

40%

FAFSA/TASFA
Completion

49%

Houston North Campus
Options available to the students of Houston Can Academy-North campus are many
and varied. Alongside the
campus Student Transition
Coordinator, our students
were able to learn about the
different options available to
them post-graduation. RTW
created opportunities for
students to take steps toward completing requirements for enrolling in college,

paying for college, and also
creating outstanding resumes. Other activities to
help the North students
included excursions to
Houston Community College. Students were able to
learn more about what the
school offers, as well as to
take the placement exam,
the TSI. Often a barrier for
students desiring to enroll
in college, the TSI was of-

fered for free to our students and the STC guided
the students through the
necessary steps in order to
take the exam. By introducing students to the next
step in their education, they
have a better view of the
path to achieve their career
goals.

Program Outputs
97

Scholarships
At least two
applications

34%

Resume
Completed

37%
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Student of the Year
Akhirah is a phenomenal student who knew
right from the start
what she wanted to be
and where she wanted
to go. Akhirah had her
sights set on attending
Prairie View University.
Although she faced
many obstacles financially, she persevered and
was able to obtain more
than $20,000 in grant
money. Through her
diligence, Akhirah was

also awarded a five hundred dollar scholarship
towards her tuition for
each semester she attends college. This young
lady frequented the campus RTW office to ensure everything was up to
date for all deadlines and
submissions. Understandably, Akhirah graduated
with the Salutatorian honors in her graduating
class.

Houston North Campus PASS Program Participants at Houston
Community College.
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Houston Hobby
Throughout this school year
students at Houston Can Academy-Hobby have worked with the
Student Transition Coordinator
to understand the different postsecondary options available to
them. RTW orchestrated seminars throughout the year, including inviting a Financial Aid representative from Houston Com-

munity College to share information about FAFSA and the
college. To further create an
opportunity to explore their
options, students went on an
excursion to Houston Community College. Attendees were
able to imagine what attending a
community college would be like
and place themselves on campus

as a college student. The staff at
HCC was very welcoming, arranging for students and staff
from different departments to
meet. Also while on the excursion, some of our dual credit
students were able to have their
student IDs made, a physical
representation of their hard
work!

CAREER IMPACT:
Job Fair
Students also had the opportunity
to attend a job fair in May. Ten
different vendors from a variety
of industries took part in the fair.
In preparation for the event, students worked on completing
their own resumes highlighting
their skills and accomplishments.
Our students were able to experience what to expect at a job fair
and were prepared to offer their
resumes to potential employers.
Some of the vendors even used
this time as a first round interview, inviting potential candidates
to their respective stores or offices for final interviews.

College
Application
At least three

51%

College Entrance/
Placement Tests
Taken/Registered

27%

FAFSA/TASFA
Completion

53%

Scholarships
At least two
applications

31%

Resume
Completed

35%

“CONGRATULATIONS
to you!! The Fair was
phenomenal!! We had
10 employers who all
left satisfied that
they'd found some
prospective new hires.
Our students came up
to me this morning &
thanked me for helping them find a
job!! Great job”
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Career Assessment 65%
Completion

Data is for all exit-level
students 2014-2015

Program Outputs

40

Houston Can
Highlights

# of Scholarships & # of Exam Waivers
Grants

# of College App
Waivers

Mr. James Troutman
Principal

SAYS...

Thank You Texans CAN!
With heart filled gratitude ReadyToWork® would
like to extend thanks to the entire Texans! Can
Academy for their continued partnership and support of ReadyToWork® PASS Program. It has been
our pleasure to continue working with the staff, administrators, principals, advisors, and teachers. The
work RTW is able to do with students is directly related to the ongoing growing relation that RTW has
with the campuses and organization. We are grateful for the opportunity to service the campuses to
continue to impact the youth of our communities.
We are excited to see what the future holds with
the partnership and development Texans Can. On
behalf of the entire team at RTW, Thank You!
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Texas Can Highlights 2014-2015
 Voter Registration
 Certified Nursing Assistant Course
 TSI Testing
 Supply Chain Education Training
 Excursions to Texas State Senate
 Susan G Komen Walk
 American Heart Association Walk
 March of Dimes
 ASVAB Testing
 Ronald McDonald House
 Community Fairs & Job Fairs
 Health Fair
 Food Industry Training
 Prom Closet
 PIT Training
 Financial Literacy
 University of Texas Shadow
 Diabetes Walk
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